Computing Time-Varying Quadratic Optimization With Finite-Time Convergence and Noise Tolerance: A Unified Framework for Zeroing Neural Network.
Zeroing neural network (ZNN), as a powerful calculating tool, is extensively applied in various computation and optimization fields. Convergence and noise-tolerance performance are always pursued and investigated in the ZNN field. Up to now, there are no unified ZNN models that simultaneously achieve the finite-time convergence and inherent noise tolerance for computing time-varying quadratic optimization problems, although this superior property is highly demanded in practical applications. In this paper, for computing time-varying quadratic optimization within finite-time convergence in the presence of various additive noises, a new framework for ZNN is designed to fill this gap in a unified manner. Specifically, different from the previous design formulas either possessing finite-time convergence or possessing noise-tolerance performance, a new design formula with finite-time convergence and noise tolerance is proposed in a unified framework (and thus called unified design formula). Then, on the basis of the unified design formula, a unified ZNN (UZNN) is, thus, proposed and investigated in the unified framework of ZNN for computing time-varying quadratic optimization problems in the presence of various additive noises. In addition, theoretical analyses of the unified design formula and the UZNN model are given to guarantee the finite-time convergence and inherent noise tolerance. Computer simulation results verify the superior property of the UZNN model for computing time-varying quadratic optimization problems, as compared with the previously proposed ZNN models.